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This edition focuses a lot on early education. We have two very interesting articles on the topic. First,
a very inspiring article in Principal’s Desk column of this edition is by Ms. Nitisha Yadav from
Indraprastha Convent School, Delhi. The article really focuses on what exactly does the early
curriculum needs- a right balance between digital and emotional leadership. The article definitely
echoes what the new educational policy aims to bring. Second, the article by Ms. Devyani Kapoor on
early childhood care education speaks to the audience about what exactly children need in order to
develop their skills during the formative years. Along with a holistic classroom environment, the
children should be directed towards logical thinking and problem solving, co-curricular activities
including art, craft, music and dance, developing etiquettes and proper social behaviour, 
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Welcome to our latest edition of Edlines-Today. During this auspicious time of festivity, the entire
team of Edudevs wishes you all a peaceful and prosperous festive season. A time for celebration, a
time for when world sees the power of good, let us also use the power of education to spread
awareness and positivity around.

DR. SUPRIYA KAPOOR
Assistant Professor
Trinity College Dublin

This edition of Edlines Today features Wilsonia College, Moradabad in our Big-League Institutions. The
school aims to provide exceptional education and co-curricular facilities to students and groom them
well so that they are able to take up any challenge in the real world. This article highlights the vision
and philosophies of the school along with all the wide collaborations and programmes the school
organizes,including the Mother Empowerment for Educational Development programme. The school’s
directorl Mr. Asheesh Santram shares her vision and philosophy of the school with the audience. 

Next, we bring close observations and insights on choosing appropriate assessment methods for
students. It is very important that teachers continuously assess students via different modes and
also communicate the results to the students and parents in a timely manner. This has been very well
expressed in our Voice of the Educator column by Ms. Kalpana, Principal at Vidya Samrat
International School.

Editor’s Desk

https://edudevs.com/edlines-nov-dec-2023/#Editor'snote


 but also the patience and
passion for working with young
children. These educators
understand child development
and know how to create a
stimulating learning
environment.
3.Age-Appropriate Curriculum:
One size does not fit all in early
childhood education. The
curriculum must be 
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Early Childhood
Education – Learning in
the Formative Years

Early childhood education is a critical stage of a child’s
development and there are several essential elements that
students need to thrive in this environment. The early years of a
child's life are a time of profound growth and development. It is
during this crucial period that the foundations for learning,
socialization, and overall well-being are laid. Early childhood
education plays a pivotal role in shaping the trajectory of a
child's life. To provide children with the best start possible, there
are several essential elements that make early childhood
education a transformative experience.
1.A Safe and Nurturing Environment: The physical and
emotional safety of a child is paramount in early childhood
education. Young children need an environment where they feel
secure and loved. This safe space allows them to explore and
learn, knowing they are protected.
2.Qualified and Caring Teachers: Teachers in early childhood
education must possess not only the right qualifications

Founder’s Desk

Founder & Mentor-
Edudevs

MS. DEVYANI
KAPOOR
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Wilsonia was founded on the 08th of July 1966 by Rev.
H.R. Wilson and Mrs. Virginia Wilson in their Bungalow.
The school got its name from the Bungalow itself
‘Wilsonia’ which means the home of the Wilsons. 
Five Decades since its inception, Wilsonia still holds the
privilege of being the city’s most reputed Group of
Institutions. The school has expanded tremendously
during the years and now has an identity of a split unit
system. 
The Wilsonia Group comprises FOUR Branches. The
Parent School, Wilsonia College that is affiliated to the
Council for the I.S.C Examinations – New Delhi. Wilsons
Play House is the Kindergarten Wing of Wilsonia
College. Wilsonia Scholars’ Home is situated on Delhi
Road, Pakbara, Moradabad, and is affiliated to the
Central Board of Secondary Education. Wilsonia Degree
College, is situated on Kanth Road, Moradabad.  read more

WILSONIA COLLEGE
MORADABAD

The Big League Institution

Director

MR. ASHEESH
SANTRAM

Let your light shine oh you
young friends of mine,
That dreams, you dreamt,
will all one day be thine.
Welcome to Wilsonia Group, thank you for
showing your interest in ‘Life at Wilsonia’
the wonderful, beautiful journey that we
undertake every day in our lives, filled with
the ever-blooming radiance of young
children whom we see growing into
imposing young men and women that we
are so proud of. read more
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Principal 
Vidya Samrat International
School
Bengaluru

Voice of the Educator

MS. KALPANA

Teachers should be
skilled in choosing
assessment methods
appropriate for
instructional decisions
–Skill in choosing
appropriate useful,
administratively
convenient and
interpreting results
from diverse
assessment. Teachers
who meet this
standards will have the
conceptual and
application skills that
follow. They will be
skilled in interpreting
informal and formal
teacher produced
assessment results,
including pupil’s
performance in class
and on homework
assignments.

Teachers will be able
to administer
standarized
achievement tests and
be able to interpret the
commonly reported
scores :percentage
ranks, marks card and
grade which is
equivalent to their
achievements .They
will have a conceptual
understanding of the
summary indexes , 

commonly reported with assessment results
measures of central tendency, dispersion,
relationship , reliability and errors in
measurements .Teachers will be able to apply
these concept of score and summary indices
in ways that enhance their use of the
assessments that they develop.
Teachers will be able to apply these concepts
of score and summary indices in ways that
enhance their use of the assessments that
they develop. read more
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 Emotional Leadership. With the ongoing digital revolution in the
educational sector, deep immersion into digital inclusion and
intervention is mandatory for the school leaders, teachers,
students and other stakeholders. . Digital Leadership has to be
complemented with the humane element of 
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Principal 
Indraprastha Convent School
Delhi

MS. NITISHA YADAV

The greatest challenge that I have faced and am
still facing as an Educational Leader, is tackling
the huge and unrealistic expectations that the
parents have from their wards. At times this
takes away the originality of the student and also
his willingness to study goes for a steady decline.
I wish parents would allow the children to pursue
their dreams and let them fly happily towards
their dream destination. When a student studies
the subjects of his choice and follows his passion,
the challenges of life and further of his
professional journey become more acceptable to
him. 
Today’s educational world needs leaders with the
right balance of Digital Leadership and 

Principal’s Desk

"Perfection is not attainable, but if
we chase perfection we can catch
excellence.”
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PP Coordinator
Seth Anandram Jaipuria
School
Kanpur

students. Education is a dynamic field, and
the understanding of education continues
to evolve with changing societal needs,
technological advancements, and
educational theories.
School teachers play a pivotal role in the
formal education system by facilitating the
learning process, imparting knowledge, and
nurturing the development of students.
They are instrumental in read more

Rendezvous
MS. LAVLEEN
SHUKLA

Q1. As a school teacher what is your understanding
of education?

ANS 1. Being a school teacher for 17 years, I learnt to
support learners in their quest for new knowledge on a
specified set of subjects. To make them committed to
learn best practices through different teaching
techniques. Imparting of knowledge should be in way
that it is easy for learners to adapt. We should not only
focus on Academic Knowledge but we should encourage
in developing Skills. Skill Development helps individuals
acquire practical skills, such as critical thinking, problem-
solving, communication, and technical abilities, which
are essential for personal and professional growth. In
my school of thoughts Education involves Personal
growth, Socialization, Life-long learning, SEL & Skill
development.
School teachers play a pivotal role in the formal
education system by facilitating the learning process,
imparting knowledge, and nurturing the development of
students. They are instrumental in creating a conducive
learning environment and shaping the future of their 
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I believe that there are different kinds of flowers. Each flower has its own unique beauty and time. So, if
nature accepts that everything has its own time and place, why do we expect children to fall into a slot
and straitjacket them. As educators and parents, it is our duty to find out the strengths of the child and
nurture that instead of expecting a child to do what we expect of them; to follow only social norms and
expectations. There is a dire need to come out of this way of thinking. I am also trying my best to do this
and we all need to work towards it, even though it is not easy. read more

Educator of the Month

Academic coordinator
Literati educationalist
Executive Member of School
Principal Welfare Association
India 

MS. DIVYA DABAS

D.O.B-: 23rd January 1996
Place of birth:-Delhi , India
Zodiac sign:- Aquarius
Favourite Book:- You are born
to blossom - take my journey
beyond by Dr. APJ Abdul     
Kalam

" Everybody is a genius. But if you
judge a fish by its ability to climb a
tree, it will live its whole life
believing that it is stupid.” Albert
Einstein
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Edudev Knowledge Partnership (EKP): A
tailored program for collaboration between
Edudev and partner schools, enhancing
education through a dynamic approach for
educators, school leaders, students, and
parents, igniting transformation towards
excellence.

Our vision is to close
the education gap and
create a brighter future
for all by providing
tailored and
comprehensive
support to every
stakeholder in the
educational ecosystem.

VISION MISSION
Join EKP today to unlock
your institution's full
potential and build a
promising future with
personalized assistance,
comprehensive
modules, and
empowering
workshops.

Session on Financial Literacy
Session on Stem
Education Session on Students Behavior &

Classroom Management

Parents Counselling Session Session on Effective
communication in classroom

Session on Mindset and
Positive psychology in
classroom
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